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INTRODUCTION
Psychosis is an emotional health problem in which a person deciphers the world differently from everyone else for a short period of
time. Drug-initiated psychosis, often known as ‘energizer psychosis,’ occurs when you have psychotic episodes, such as fancies or
mental trips, as a direct result of substance abuse. This can either
feed or accelerate the onset of dysfunctional behaviors, such as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, which can manifest as psychotic
side effects due to a predisposition to the illness. Drug-induced psychosis is frequently caused by taking an over-the-counter medicine
with such a high level of danger that it causes distrust and a psychotic episode. It can also happen if you suspect you’re having an
adverse reaction to a mixture of substances, or if you stop taking a
prescription that was prescribed to you [1].

Fancies or mind flights, which are experiences that are not in the
real world, are frequently used to characterize psychosis. Daydreams are irrational convictions that people hold even when they
are confronted with evidence that contradicts them. Pipedreams
allude to a significant tactile perception of oddities that aren’t real,
and are portrayed by people who have a clear feeling, seeing, or
hearing of things that don’t exist [2].
In many circumstances, the adverse effects of drug-induced psychosis are gradual, with the medication’s poisonousness becoming
more dangerous as the occurrence and measurement of the medication increases with dependency. If you have a hidden emotional
health condition, taking psychoactive pharmaceuticals will likely
worsen your side effects, cause extreme neurosis, and hasten the
onset of maniacal issues like bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.
Even if you’re not diagnosed with co-occurring dysfunctional behaviour, excessive use of drugs and alcohol might cause psychotic
side effects [3].
Hallucinations are the point at when you accept that something
is going on that isn’t part of our present reality, and you ignore
any objections from others because it will feel real to you. Dreams
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Methamphetamine, hallucinogenic pharmaceuticals like LSD, and
club medications like joy and MDMA are among the medications
that are frequently mentioned in cases of medication induced psychosis and are likely to cause mad side effects. Psychosis side effects vary depending on which medications are used and in what
amounts; nonetheless, excessive and needless use might result in
delayed negative effects.
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take on various forms and involve various elements. Persecution
daydreams, when you acknowledge that someone is watching you.
Desire dreams, which commonly include a companion, in which
you suspect they are untrustworthy despite the fact that there is
no proof. Affected daydreams, in which you may have an exaggerated sense of force, such as recognizing that you have otherworldly
abilities or making a momentous revelation [4].

Medications like cocaine, marijuana, and stimulants can create psychotic side effects, but they can also exacerbate the consequences
of existing psychological problems. In excessive doses, THCs can
cause transient schizophrenia like insane side effects like distrustfulness, fancies, discomfort, and fantasies, as well as exhibit other
side effects of a pot addiction. When drugs, such as ketamine, are
misused, they replicate psychosis as daydreams and disorganized
suspicioning.
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